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1. Introduction 
In this paper the theory of cu-Hausdorff fuzzy topological spaces is,developed. 
Hausdoti conditions have been defined earlier (e.g. [1] and [ll]), but previous 
developments have been sketchy, do not yield a theory significantly compatible with 
the successful theory of a-compactness developed in [I], and do not characterize 
those subspaces ofthe important fuzzy unit interval of [4] which possess separation 
properties. 
A new HausforfI axiom is proposed for fuzzy topological spaces, namely tine 
cu-Hausdoti axiom (a any member of a desipated lattice). It is recognized that two 
fuzzy topologies on the same set may separate the points of that set to a different 
degree. The cw-Hausdorff axiom is apparently satisfied by successful eco-systems in 
which member species, viewed as points, are separated to some degree by fuzzy open 
sets in a fuzzy topology determined by resource fuzzy sets as a subbasis ([3]). 
It is the purpose of this paper to state and justify the a-Hausdordf axiom. First, in 
Section 3 the axiom is stated and shown, using fgns;i;s--s. +o De a true generalization f
the Hausdorfl axiom for ordinary topology. Second * fc &undance of a-Hausdorfl 
spaces is demonstrated in Section 4 with several co&i ctions. Third, it is shown in 
Sectks 5 and 6 that the +Hausdorff axiom is very coinpatible with a-compactness 
and fuzzy continuity - these results include fuzzy analogs of useful properties of 
Hausdorff topological spaces as well as an extension of the theory of ace-point 
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a-compactifications i troduced in [I]. Fourth (and perhaps most importantly), for a 
a certain type of member of a given lattice L, the a-Hausdorff subspaces of the 
L-fuzzy unit interval I(L) of [4] are characterized in Section 7. The author considers 
I(L) (along with the L-fuzzy open unit interval (0,1)(L) and the L-fuzzy real line 
R(L) of [lj) to be the most significant f&y topological s$ce ‘&Wucted to date. 
Several incidental but important corollaries’result from the above p;rogram. For 
example, the Fuzzy Tychonov Theorem of [I] is easily proved (Theorem 3.1(2)), for 
many lattices locally a-compact, a-Hausdorff spaces have the a-property (Corollary 
6.1), and I(L) (although not a-Hausdorff) possesses at least one maximal a- 
Hausdorff subspace (Remark 7.1). 
Eaa;h latti~ L in this paper is completely distributive, possesses infimum 0 and 
supremum 1, and in Sections 5, 6, and 7 is equipped with an order reversing 
involution a -ir a’., The following subsets of L are useful (cf. [l]): 
and 
L’ = {a EL: a is comparable to each /3 E L}, 
Lb=~~EL:aCB,aCrimpp~~~arCP*y), 
L”=L%L”. 
We say Q EL is nonsup in L if u is not the supremum of any non-empty subset of 
L-{a}. 
Let X be a set. If A c X, &A) denotes the characteristic function for A defined on 
X into L. kn L-fizzy topology T is a ,collection of L-fuzzy sets (mappings from X 
into L) whkh is closed under arbitrary rsuprema and finite i&ma and which contains 
~(8) (denoted 0) and p(X) (denoted 1). (X, T) is an L-fuzzy topological space 
Lefts). For further disclussion of L-fuzzy sets, L-fuzzy topologies, 
L-fuzzy closure, fuzzy continuity (abbreviated F-continuity), etc., see [ 1, 2, 4, 
10-13). See [12] for discussion of L-fuzzy products and section 5 of [13] for 
discussion of fuzzy points. 
(X, 2”) is a-compact if each a-shp&ag of X (a collection U c T such that for each 
x E X, there is u E U s*uch t .at u(x) :% a) has an a-subshading ofX. If in this definition 
a and > are repkced by a* and -a9 i(xp T) is d-compact. Fox- further discussion, see 
111 
kr the constxu&on of the L-fuzzy unit interval I(L), see [2]. For the con- 
structions of the L- fwzy open uniGntervai (0,1)(L) and the L-fuzzy real line R(L), 
see [l]. The reaI line unit interval iis, denoted I.
For the remainder of thb paper, PQve always assume a < 1 [a > 0] when considering 
“a- anything” r‘a *-anything”, respectively]. The following two definitions and 
proposSon are usefui in this paper. , 
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Definition 2.1. If A c X, x E X is an a-clusterpoint [a*-clusterpoint] of A for a e L if 
for each u E T such that u(x) 3 a [au, respectively], u A p (A l {x}) # 0. The a-closure 
[a*-closure] of A is the union of A with the set of its a-cluster [a*-cluster, 
respectively] points and is denoted Cla(A) [Cl,*(A) respectively]. The set A is 
a-closed [a*closed] if Cl,(A) [Cl,*(A), respectively] c A. Hence A is a-closed 
[a*-closed] iff for each x E X -A there is u E T such that u(x) > a [aa, respectively] 
and u A p(A) = 0. For further discussion of a-closure, see [6-&J. 
Definition 2.2. (X, T) has the a-property [a*-property] if 
{AcX:Aisa-elosed}={{xEX:u(x)>a}:uET) 
[{A c X: A is a*-closed} = {{x E X: u(x) s a}: u E T}, respectively]. 
The left collection is always contained in the right collection. (X, T) has the 
a-property [a*-property] iff for each x E X and for each u E T such that u(x) > a 
[aa, respectively], there is v E T such that v(x) > a [aa, respectively] and v(y) = 0 
for each y E X such that u(y) 2c a [*a, respectively]. 
Proposition 2.1. The following statements hold. 
(1) Arbitrary intersections, a-closed subsets, and F-continuous inverse images of 
a-closed sets are a-closed. The a-property is hereditary. Analogous statements hold for 
the a *-case. 
(2) Let 0.~ Lb and a E Lc [a E Lc and is nonsup in L]. Then the a-closure [a”- 
closure, respectively] of an L-fuzzy product is the L-fuzzy product of the a-closures 
[a *-closures, respectively]. 
(3) Let a E L”. men the L-fuzzy product has the a-property implies each facto,r has 
the a-property. Converse holds if a E La. Both directions hold in the a”-case if a E L” 
and is nonsup in L. 
(4) Let a E Lb [a E L]. Then &nite unions of a-closed [a*-closed, respectively] sets 
are a-closed [a *-closed, respectively]. 
3. The a-Hausdorff axiom 
Definition 3.1. (X9 T) is a-Hausdo@ [a*-Hausdofl for a EL if for each x, y E X 
such that x#y, there are u, vE T such that u(x)>a, v(y)>a [u(x)aa, v(y)aa, 
respectively], and u A v =O. If OeLb, then unv =0 iff for each z EX, u(z) or 
v(z) =O. Such an axiom could be stated in terms of fuzzy points, but there are 
disadvantages and the author knows of no advantage. 
We now show that the a-Hausdorff and a*-Hausdorff aPtioms are true general- 
izations of the Hausdorff axiom for ordinary topology by using functors into TOP. 
This categorical approach yields other important results including the Fuzzy 
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‘I’ychonov Theorem of [l]. A summary of these results is provided in the next rather 
eqanded theorem. The proof is omitted. It is routine given the subsequent Dis- 
cussion 3.1 which sets up the necessary functors, and Proposition 3.1 which in 
essen~ describes tkse functors. The proofs of the discussion and proposition are 
routine and also omitted. 
Themam 3.1. 7%e following statements hold. 
(1) lk category of Lofts can be mapped into TOP via two different functors neither 
of which preserves products if IL1 > 2. Hence it is not surprising that there is not a Fuzzy 
Tychonov Waeorem for compact L_Fs, where compactness is defined as in [2] or [12] 
(see [2] and [9j). If L is linearly ordered, then one of these functors is an embedding (cf. 
(2) ?7te category of a-compact Lofts can be mapped onto the category of compact 
~pokogkal spaces. This functor need not be object one-to-one but is object onto ; hence 
a-compsctiness may be regarded as a true generalization of the compactness of ordinary 
topology, T7tis functor preserves products if a E La. Hence the Fuzzy Tychonov 
T?ieorem holds for a-compact Lofts when a E La (see Proposition 3.1(l) below ). This 
ptmes the result of [l]. ‘Ilis functor does not in general preserves products (one might 
expect the Fuzzy Tychonov Theorem for a-compactness does not hold without restric- 
tions on a or L -the question remains open). 
(3) ‘Ilte category of a%ompact Lofts can be mapped onto the category of compact 
topologkal spaces. l7ais functor need not be object one-to-one but is object onto ; hence 
a*-compactness may be regarded as a true generalization of the.compactness of 
ordinary topologu. l%is functor does not preserve products even if L = I (it is not 
surprkitig that there is no Fuzzy Tychonov Theorem for a*-compactness -see 
Example 3.4 of [1] (c$ Propositum 3.1(l) below)). 
(4) Essentially the same functor as (2) maps the category of aJ!Iausdor#L-fts onto 
the category of Hausdofl topological spaces if a > 0 or .a = 0 EL\“. It is not object 
one-to-one but is object onto, and it preserves products if a e La but not generally. The 
a-Hausdor#axiom may be regarded as a true generalization of the Hausdoflaxiom 
for ordinary topology. 
(Si Essentially the same functora i (3) maps the category of a*-Hausdor#‘L-fts onto 
the category of Hausdo#topoloi@ked spaces (if a > 0). It is not object one-to-one but is 
object onto; hence the a”-Haus&@axiom may be regarded as a true generalization of 
the Hausdoflaxiom of ordinary topology. This functor does not preserve products even 
if L = I (some of the resulk of section S are therefore interesting). 
D4scwsion 3.1. The following mmments and constructions are adapted from [S] and 
PI 
(1) Let a be an L-fuzzy set in X, define 
a’=((x,a):xEX,aEL,anda(x)>a}, 
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and define 
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ii*={(x,a): xex, a EL, and a(x+cu}. 
If A is a collection of L-fuzzy sets in X, then a = {Z: a E A} and A* = {a’*: a E A} are 
collections of crisp sets in X x (L o(l)) and .X x (L - {0}), respecti . . If (X, T) is an 
Lofts, then 5; is a subbasis for an ordinary topology g on X x (L ~(1)) and f* is a 
basis for an ordinary topology P on X x (L-(O)). If L is linearly ordered, then 
952 
(2) For each L-fuzzy set a in X, let 
z* = {(x,~rr:>*x~Xanda(x)~~) 
and let 
a’,” ={(x,a):xEXanda(x)aa!>O}. 
If T is an L-fuzzy topology on X, then .4po ={&: u E T} is a subbasis for an ordinary 
topology Fa on X ~{a} when ar < 1, and 32 = {fix : u e T} is a basis for an ordinary 
topology 92 on X x {a} when a! > 0. These are the subspace topologies on X x {a} in 
(X x (L o(l)), n and (X x <i o(O)), P), respectively. If ti E Lb, then 9a is a basis for 
S,; if a! E La, then 3$ = Fa ; and if Q! E Lc is non;up in L, then az = e. 
(3) Let f be a function from X into Y and let g be a function from X x L into 
Y x L such that g(x, a) = (f(x), cu). Then f= g/Xx(L-(1)) is a function from 
Xx(L-{I}) into Yx(L-(1)) and p=glXx(.L-{0}) is a function from XX 
(L-(o)) into Y x (L-(o)). For each a! C l,& = g IX ~{a} is a function fromX X{cu} 
into Y ~{a} and for each a! > 0, E = g IX x{a j is a function from X x(a) into 
Y x (cu}. If the appropriate sets are equipped with the appropriate r spective L-fuzzy 
and ordinary topologies, then f is F-continuous implies each of fandp is continuous, 
which in turn implies that fa is continuous for each (Y 9 1 and that fi is continuous for 
each (Y > 0. If L is linearly ordered, then f is F-continuous iff jis continuous. - 
In the following result, this convention isadopted: if C, is an open set, then C is 
that open set such that Cm is generated from &es at the a! level of sets generating C. 
Proposition 3.1. The following statements hold. 
(1) (X9 T) is a-compact [a*-compact] iff (X x(a), Fa) [(X x{a}, c), re- 
spective?j?] is compact. 
(2) (X, T) is a-hlausdofl [a*-Hausdot.fl if for each x, y E Xsuch that x # y, there 
are &. & E 9’ (or Fa if a E Lb) such that (x, a) E ii=, (y, a) E & [C f, 52 E T$ such thk 
(x, &UIX, (y, a) E 52, respectively], and p&2)np~&) =8 [p$(G*) npW*) =0, 
respectively], wherepx:Xx(L-{l})=+X[pff :Xx (L-(O))-+X,respectively’,isthe 
projection. T!ae converse holds if 0 E Lb. FurthermcJre, (X, T) is a=Hausdofl [a*- 
Hausdofl implies (X x (a), Fa) [(X x {a), e ), respectively] is Hausdoflif a > 0 or 
u = 0 E Lb [if a > 0, respectively]. 
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(3) If A cX, then A is cw-closed [&closed] in (X, T) iff for each (x, cu) E 
(X x {a})-(A x {a}), there is & E 1yb, (or 9a if a E Lb) such that (x, cy) E cl, and 
px(u’) nA =0 [there is C,” E fi such that (x, at) E uz and J&G*) nA = 0, 
respectively]. 
(4) (X, T) has the a-property [&property] @for each x 6 X and for each iiol E Ya 
such that (x, a) E &, there is & E Y= such that (x, CR) E& and p&) c p&Q lfor each 
x EXand for each u’$ E fi such that (xv (Y) E u’x, there is 52 E c such that (x, cu) E u”,” 
and p%(P) c pg(af ), respectively]. ;r;lze a-case holds if YY is replaced by 9,,, 
providing a E Lb is assumed for both directions. 
Remark 3.1. Some statements involving either the concepts of a-compactness, the 
a-Hausdorff axiom, a-closure, and F-continuity or the concepts of a*-compactness, 
the &Hausdorff axiom, &closure and F-continuity are corollaries to the above 
theorem, discussion, and proposition and either the results or the methods of 
ordinary topology. However, the direct justification of a statement isoften simpler 
(e.g Proposition 2.1). 
4. Construction8 of a=HausdorfI spaces 
The following constructions demonstrate he abundance of a-Hausdorff spaces 
and are used in Example 5.1 of Section 5. Proofs are routine and are omitted. 
Throughout this section, (X, 9) is a topological space, 9 is a subbasis of 9, and a E L. 
The section concludes with three counterexamples. 
Construction 4.1. For each LJ E 9, let SU be the collection of all functions u :X + L 
such that u(X:)>a [aa] iff x E U and llet S = u(Su: U E 149) be a subbasis for an 
L-fuzzy tomIlogf T [T*, respectively] on Xi Then (X, T) [(.X, T*)] has the a- 
property [&property] if a E La [CY CL’ is nonsup in L, respectively], (X, T) 
[(X, T”)] is a-Hausdorff [a*-HadorB, respectively] if (X, $) is HausdorB- 
converse holds if a E L’-(o) or a = 0~ Lb [a f Lc ia nonsup in L, respectively], 
(X T) i(X TV is a-compact [at* -(compact, respectively] implies (X, 9) is 
compact-converse holds if a E La (cm use Theorem 3.1 of [l]) [a E L’is nonsup in L, 
respectively] (cf. Example 4.1 belorwy). 
Construc&n 4.2. For each U E 9, pick any uu :X 4 L such that UU(X) > CY [aa] iff 
AZ E U, and let S-= {uu: U E fl be a subbasis for an L-fuzzy topology T CT”, 
respectively] on X. Then (X, T) [(X5 T*)] is a-compact [&compact, respectively] 
implies (X, 9) is compact-converse holds if a E L”-(o) or a = OE Lb [a E Lc is 
nonsup in L, respectively] (cf. Exarqple 4.1 below). Every L-fts can be so constructed 
(make use of appropriate functors of Section 3). 
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Construction 4.3. In Construction 4.2, pick uu :X --) L such that UU(X) > oy [au] if 
x1 E L1 and u&x) = 0 otherwise. Then (X, T) [(X, T*)] has the a-property [cu*- 
property] if ac E La [a EL” is nonsup in L, respectively], (X, T) [(X, T*)] is a- 
HausdoriI [a*-Hausdorff] implies (X, 9’) is HausdorR if Q! E La [a EL” is nonsup in 
L, respectively] - converse holds if cy E Lb[a > 0, respectively], and (X, T) [(X, T*)] 
is a-compact [cu*-compact, respectively] implies (X, 3) is compact - converse holds 
if a! e La [a E L” is nonsup in L, respectively] (cf. Examples 4.1 and 4.3 below). 
Remark 4.1. Any of the above schemes can be used in conjunction with the functors 
of Section 3 to generate ar-HausdorfI spaces from, and not F-homeomorphic to, a 
given ar-HausdorfI space. 
For the following examples, let X = (x0, x1, ~2, . . .}, let L = I, let ~1> 0, let 5 be a 
topology on X generated by 9, and let I’* be an L-fuzzy topology on X generated 
by S. 
Example 4.1. Let 9 i{{xl}, (x2}, . . . , X}. For each i a 1, let ui :X + L such that 
ud(xi) = cy, ui(xo) = ai/(i + 1), and ai = 0 if i # i andi * 1. Let ux :X + L such that 
ux=aonXandletS={ul,u2,..., ux}. Then (X, T*) is not cu*-compact and does 
not have the a*-property, yet (X, n is compact. 
Example 4.2. Let Sp = {{xl, . . .}, {x2, . . *}, . . . , X}. For each i 3 1, let ui : X + L such 
that ai = a! if j 2 i, Ui(Xj) = 0 if 1~1~ i, and ui(xo) = ai/(i + 1). Let ux :X +L 
such that ux = ar on X and let S = (~1, ~2, . . . , UX}. Then (X, T*) is &compact and 
does not have the cu*-property, and (X, 9) is compact, connected, and satisfies the 
Tl-axiom. This example suffices to show the ar-Hausdorff [a*-Hausdorff] condition 
of Theorem 5.2(l) of Section 5 is non-superfluous. : 
. . 
Example 4.3. Let 9 = {{x1), (x2}, . . . , {x1, . . .}, (x1, . . .}, . . . , X}. For each i a 1, let 
~4 :X + L such that ud(Xi) = (Y and ui(x) = 0 otherwise, and let vi :X -& L such that 
tli(Xi)=a if jai, vi(x*)=O if lsj<i, and &~)=d/(i+l). Let ux:X-*L such 
that ux =a on X and let S={ul, ~42~. . . , VI, ~2,. . . , UX}. Then (X, T*) is cu*- 
compact, cw*-Hausdorff, has the &property, but (X, 9) is not Hausdoti, This 
example shows that in Construction 4.2, one need not begin with a HausdorR space 
to get an cu-Hausdorfl or a*-HausdorfI space. 
Remark 4.2. Examples 4.1 and 4.2 show that two different subspaces for 9 may 
induce via above constructions different L-fuzzy topologies on X 
5. Useful properties of ar=Hausdorff spaces 
The purpose of this and the next section is to catalog usefd properties of 
a-Hausdoti spaces, and in so doing show that the a-HausdoriX axiom is quite 
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compatible with a-compactness, a-ckure, thesat-property, and:F-continuity. Some 
results are straightforward or follow. from-Section 3 -these prolofs are omitted. 
Unless stated otherwise, we are always in an L-fts (X, T). 
Rqoshkn 5.1. Of the folio-wing statements (1) e (2) * (3), (1) * (2) if 0 E Lb, I ’ 
(3) I-rr (4) if a E Lb [a EL], and (4) + (1) if h E 4’ [a E L’ is nonsup in Lj. - . 
(1) (X, T) is a-Hausdor# [a*-Hausdofl. 
(2) Forx, y E Xsuch that x # y, there is u E Tsuch that u(x) > a [a a, respectkely], 
u(y) = 0, and y is not an a-cluster [a *-&ster, respectively] point of {z : u(z) >: 0). 
(3) Foreaichx~X~~C~~(~~:u(~)>O}):u(x)~a!andu~T}[~{Cl~~({z:~(z)> 
0)): u(x) 3 a and u E n, respectively] = {x}. 
(4) The diagonal A = {(x, x): x E T) is a-closed [a*-closed, respectively] in X XX 
with the L-fizzy product topology. 
Roof. We verify (3) implies (4) and (4) implies (1) for the a-case. For (3) implies (4), 
let(x,y)~Xx.~-A.Wehavev~~Tsuchthatv~(~)~aandyLCl,({z:v~(z)~O}), 
and hence we have VZE T such that 02(y) > a and vz h p((t : VI(Z) > 0)) = 0. Let 
u =$ (v& A p;T1 (vz), where pa, pz are the projections. Then a E Lb implies u(x, y j > 
a. NW u A p(A) = 0. As for (4) implies (l), let x, y E X such that x # y. mere is an 
openL~~setu~inXxXsuchthatu~(x,y)>aandu~~~(A)=O.Nowa~L” 
implies there are u, v E T such that u4 gpl’(u) ~pzl (v) and Epl’(ti) hpZ1 (v)] 
(x, y) > a, Then for each (w, t), uA( w,, e) a u(w) E\ v(z) implies u h v = 0. Finally, 
we have that u(x) >a and v(y) > a. 
The following is used in Theorems 5.1,5.2, and 5.3. 
Mpo&ion 5.2. Let A c X The folloting hold. 
(1) Let (XI 2’) be a-Hausdo# Tken the L-fuzzy subspace (A, TA) is a-Hausdorff. 
If a E Lb, then A is finite implies A is a-closed, and x is an a-cluster point of A iff for 
each u E T sucirt hat u(x) > a, {y : ,u(y:) > 0) contains infinitely many points of A. 
Analoguous sua tements hold for the a *-case if (X, T) is a *-Hausdofl and a! E L. 
(2) A is a-compact in (A, TA) iff A is a-compact in (X, T), A is a-closed and X is 
a-compact ihply A is a-compact, and $he finite union cf a-compact subsets of X is 
a-compact. Analogous tatements htsld _ror the a *-case. 
Theorem 5.1. Let {(Xs, Ts): ,@ E Se] be a collection of Lofts. 
(1) If T is the L-f&y product apology, then (nX@, T) is a-Hausdofl [a*=- 
Hausdofl if each (Xe Ta) is a-Ha&ofl [a*-Hausdofl, respectively]. The converse 
holds if a E Lc- (0} or a = 0 E Lb [a E L’ is nonsub in L, respectively]. 
(2) 1f each (:X8, TB) is a-Hausdo# [a*-Hausdofl, then each slice X&X 
{x8: l3 f Bo) is a-closed [a*-closed, res~.xxtively] in (n,X@, T), 
Pro& The assertion of (1) follows from the F-continuity of the L-fuzzy projectibns. 
To show the converse of (1) when a E L’-(O) or a = 0 E Lb, let x@,,, ys,, E Xh such that 
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x 
x@,, it ypo and let X = X&, x {x6 : p # &J.. men 
Now X is dfausdorff in TX (Proposition 5.2(l)) implies there art”. u, v E TX such 
that u(x)>a, v(y)>rw, and u A v = 0. Note u, v are each of the form k+/~ (/$tJ (u,,) h 
g . l A~;~(u,,)]A@(X): U,E Tyc, n EZ+, and (~1,. . , y,,)cddB}, and note if any 
yi f PO, then ~Y,~(u,j is constant on X. Thus Q! E L” implies 
u~p;:(u&g(X)k v a P;;,’ kQ3& A lu GO A k2, 
where up,,, vaO ETh, kl, k2 E L, l$it bso) A cc RI A kll(4 > a, and [pii: &-,) A lu (x) A 
k2](y) > LY. Since a! E L’-(O) or 0 E Lb, kl A k2 3 Q! > 0 or kl F\ k2 > 0. In either case, 
0 = u A v 2~;; (up, A up,) A (ki A kz) 
implies p;;,’ (uh A v& = 0, so up0 A VP, = 0. Also pii (u@,,)(x) > cy and ~9;: (v&(y) > cy, 
so u~(x& 11~ and v&(y&>cu. The converse for the cr*-case is similar. 
As for (2), ltt X = Xpo x {x~ : p # /SO} be a slice and let y ti X, so y, + x, for some 
7 # PO. Choose u,’ v E TY so that u(y,) a cy, v(x,) 2 cy, and u A v = 0. Then p,' (u)(y) 3 
~,X~(X:p~X(v)(x)>O},a~dp~1(u)~~(X)=O.Soyisnotana*-clusterpointofX. 
The cy- case is similar. 
Theorem 5.2. If (X, T) is cu-Hausdorff arad 0, Q! E Lb, the following statements hold. 
Analogous statements for the a *-case hold <f (X, T) is o *-Hausdofl and 0 E Lb. 
(1) (X, T) is o-compact implies (X, T) has the armproperty (cf. Example 4.2 of 
Section 4). A is an o-compact subset implies A is cu-closed. A, B are disjoint o-compact 
subsets of X implies there are u, v E T such that u > Q! on A, v > a! on 8, and u A v = 0. 
(2) Let Q! a cy ’ [ar > cy ’ in the a *-case], let A be an o-compact subset, and let u E T 
such that u > Q! on A and (x: u(x) )s ar) is a-compact. Then there is v E T such that 
v >a on A and (x: v(x)>LY&(x: ~(x)%Y)~(x: u(x)+) (where u’is the L-fuzzy 
closure of 0). 
’ (3) Leta!acu! [cu > (Y’ in the a! *-case], let (X, T) be cu-compact, let A be an ar-closed 
subset, and let u E T such that u > a! on A. Then the conclusion of (2) holds 
(4) Let (ALa : p E 3) be a descending family of a-compact subsets. T%en n(Ao : fl E 
93) # 0 and is a-compact. If u E Tsuch that u > cy on n(Ap : fl E 331, then there is y 6 99 
such that p 2 y implies u > LY on At+ 
Proof. Lie comment only on (2), (3), and (4). To show (2), we have from (1) that v, 
w~Tsuchthatv>a!onA,w>a!on{y:u(y$~ar},andv~w=Q.Nowv~d~w’, 
{x: w(x)?~Y}~{.x: u(x)>~},and w’(x)>a! implies w(x)+z.Hence{x: v(x)>a}c 
{x: 6(x)%+(x: u(x)-).Th e a*-case is similar. (3) follows from (1) and (2); (4) 
follows from Theorem 2.4 of [l], (1j9 Proposition 2.1(l), and Proposition 5.2(2). 
Example 5.1. The, restriction in Theorem 5.2(2) and (3) that ac B cy ’ [a! > a! ’ in the 
a*-case] cannot be relaxed. WVe give an example for the a-case; a similar example 
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can be constructed for the cu*-case. Let X =L = I, let 3 be the usual interval 
topology, let a e p e #, let A = [0, 41, let [0, c) 2 A, and let u :X --) L such that u s p 
on X and u(x)> cy iff x e [0, c). For each b # c such that A c [0, b), let ub :X *L 
SUCPI that irb >@ on [0, b) and /3 a vb > Q! on [b, 11. For each subbasic interval 
V = [O, b) or (a, I] such that A$ V, let v v:X-)Lsuchthatvv>aronVandvv=O 
otherwise, ktting 
9= ([O, b): b E (0,13) ~{(a, 1]: a E [0, 1)) 
be a subbasis for g, we choose 
s={u}u{vb: b>$}u{vv: VrESPandAe V} 
to be a subbasis for a fuzzy topology T on X. Letting 3 be the usual basis for 9 
generated by 9, we have that for each W E 48, there is ww : X -+ L such ww > a! on W 
and ww = 0 otherwise. Snce B = {WW: W E Se} is a basis for T generated by S, then 
viewing @I as a subbasis for 9, it follows from our construction, Construction 4.3, and 
‘theorem 5.2(l) that (X, T) is ar-compact, u-Hausdoti, and has the ac-property; A is 
a-mmpact; u E 7’ and u > cy on A; and for each v E T such that v # u, either v(x) 3 Q! 
forsomexxA or{x: v(x)%Y}~(x: u(.;‘)>ar}. .J 
l&m& 5.1. Theorem 5.2((l), (2), and (3)) and Example 5.1 help explain why a 
theory describing the separation of L-&zy closed (or a-closed or a! * - closed) crisp 
subsets by L-fuzq open sets has not yet been developed. Thk may explain why no 
L-fuzzy extensk theorem has yet appeared in the literature. 
-rem 5.3. Let (X, TI) and (Y, T2p be L-fts and let f, g :X + Y. Of the following 
statements, (1) (iii), (3), and (4) hold generally, (1) ((i), (ii)) and (2) hold if 0, a E Lb, 
and (5) and (6) hold if 0 E Lb and a E La. Analogous statements hold for the a*-case 
where (1) ((i), (ii)) and (2) hold if 0 EL’, and (5) and (6) hold if 0 E Lb and a E L” is 
rwnsfq in L. 
(1) Let& g be F-continuous and (Y, Tzj be a-Hausdofl. Then 
(0 (x: f(x) = g(x)&f(~)): x EXll is a-closed in X [X X Y, respectively]; 
(ii) AcXsuch that CI,(A)=Xandf(A=gIA imply f =g; and 
(iii) f is one-to-one implies (X, Tg) is a-Hausdor#. 
(2) Letf be F-continuous, (X, Tl) be+compact, and (Y, Tz) be a-Hausdofl. Then 
(i) A is a-closed in X implies f (&) & a-closed in Y; 
(ii) (X, Tl) and (Y, T2) have the x-property implies for each L-fuzzy closed set k 
in X, there is an L-fuzzy closed set j ia Y such that f({x: k(x) < a’}) = {y : j(y) r( a’}; 
and 
(iii) X = Y and Tl = Tz imply tiJere is an L-fuzzy closed set k in X such that 
K=(x:k(x)~~?#0andf(K)=K. 
(3) Let f be one-to-one, onto, and F-continuous, (X, T1) be a-compact and have the 
a-propmy, and ( Y, Tz) be a-Hausdoq$ Then fa is a homeomorphism (see Discussion 
3.1(3)). 
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(4) Let Y c X, (X, T1) be a4!ausdo& and f be F-continuous such that f(x) = x for 
each n E Y. Then Y is ar-closed. 
(5) Let (X, Tl) be cu-compact and p2 :X x Y + Y &? the projection. Then A is 
ar-closed inX x Y implies pi(A) is cu-closed in Y. 
(6) Let (X, Tl) be ar-Hausdofl, (Y, Tz) be cw-compact, nd both have the cu-property. 
Then fa is continuous iff((x, f(x): x E X) is ar-closed inX x Y (see Discussion 3.1(3)). 
Proof. (1) (i) follows from Proposition 2.1( 1) and Proposition 5.1(4), using the 
appropriate F-coi.:‘,inuous map. (1) (ii) follows from (i), and (iii) follows from 
Proposition 5.2(l). (2) (i) follows from Proposition 5.2(2), Theorem 5.2(l), and 
Theorem 2.9 of [l], and (ii) follows from (i). (2) (iii) follows from (1) (i), (2) (ii), and 
Theorem 5.2(4)? (3) and (4) follow from Section 3. 
To show (5) in the a-case, let A c X x Y be a-closed and let yo E Y -pz(A). Then 
X x {yo} n A = 8 implies for each (x, yo) E X x {yo}, there is ux in the L-fuzzy product 
topology such that u,(x, yo) > Q, ux h p(A) = 0, and (using a! E L”) u, = pr* (vJ I\ 
pg’ (wx), where v, E Tl and w, E T2. Now {ux: (x, y&X ~{yo}} is a-shading of the 
ar-compact X x {yo}, and so reduces to a finite a-subshading {u,,, . . . , ux,)}. Letting u 
be A{w~~: i = 1,. . . t n}, we have u(y0) > a! (using dy E Lb) and u I\ lu (pa(A)) == 0 (using 
0 E Lb). The cu*-case is similar. 
To show sufficiency in(6), it suffices (using a! E L’ and the cw-property) o show that 
for each v E T2, there is u E Tl such that f-‘({y: v(y)~cu}) ={x: U(X)QCY}. Letting 
p1 :X x Y ---) X and p2 :X x Y + Y be the projections and letting B = {y : v(y) 6 dy}, 
it follows from (Y, T2) having the a-property, from the F-continuity of 82, and from 
Proposition 2.1( 1) that pi* (B) n {(x, f(x)): x E X} is cu-closed inX x Y. From (5). it 
follows that f-‘(B) = pl[pT1 (B) n {(x, f(x): x E Xl] is a-closed in X. Since (X, Tl) has 
the a-property, there is u E Tl such that f-‘(B) = (x : u(x) G a}. To show necessity in 
(6), observe that in (1) (i) the assumption that f is F-continuous may be weakened to 
the assumption that [a is continuous. The a!*-case in (6) is similar. 
6. One-point ar-compact&ations 
The following is adapted from [l]. Let (X, T) be an L-fts and let a! E L - { 1). Let \sEI;, 
be the collection of all a)-closed, a-compact subsets of X. Choose WE X and let 
X* = X u {w}. For K E St, let K,,, = {w} u (X -K), and for each u E T let u* be an 
~,-fuzzysetinX*givenbyu*(x)=u(x)ifxEXandu*(x)=Oifx=w.LetT,* bean 
L-fuzzy topology on X* having (p (K,,,): K E xaj u {u*: u E T) as a subbasis. Then 
(X, T) is a subspace of (X*, TE ) if Q! = V(L -{l}), but not generally. 
Proposition 6.1. Let a E La. (X*, TE ) is rw-compact. In addition C!l*(X) =X* iff 
(X, T) is not cu-compact. 
In keeping with [l], if ar E La and (X, T) is not cu-compact we call. (X*, T*) the 
one-point a-compacti’cation f (X. T). 
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De&Won 16.1. We say (X9 T) is lucally a-compact [locally &compact] if for each 
x E X there is u E T such that u(x) > a [u(x) 5 a, respectively] and {x : n(x) > 0) is 
a-compact [a *-compact, respectively]. 
The following is complementary to Theorem 5.4 of [l]. 
Proposition 6.2. If 0 E Lb and a E La, then (X, T) is locally a-compact and a- 
Hausdofl implies (X’, Tz ) is a-Hausdor& 
Corollary 6.1. If 0 E Lb and a E La, then (X, T) is locally a-compact and a=Hausdorff 
implies (X, T) has the a-property. 
7. CharacMzations of the a=Hausdorff [a%ausdorif] subspaces of I(L), (0,l) 
(L) and R(C) for 0 pi Lb and a E L* [a E Lc is nonsup in L or L c L”1 
Throughout this section, except for Definition 7.3, it is assumed 0 E Lb and a E La 
[a EL” is nonsup in L or L c L7. The case when a e La [a& L7 is the subject of a 
future paper. 
P~~MBSMOM 7.1.Let [A] be a member of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). l%e following 
statements hokl. 
(1) Let a EL ~(1). mere is a(& a) E [-a), +dJ such that for some representative, 
say A, A(t) < a' iff t > a(A, o?), and there is b(A, a) E [-a, +a] such that for some 
(other) representative, sayA, A (t) > a ifl t < b(A, a). 
(2) Let a E L - (0). T”%ere is !a*(A,, a) E [-a~, +a] such that for some representative, 
say A, A(t) <a’ iff t 2 a*(A, a), and there is b*(A, a) E [-00, +a] such that for some 
(other) representative, sayA, A(f) S a iff t 6 b*(A, a). 
Dehftion 7J. Let a E L-(l) and let A be a subset of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). We 
sayAisH(d~,L)ifforeach[A],[~3~A,a(A,a)<a(~c,O)orb(~c,O)<b(A,a). 
Defiuition 7.2. Let a EL -{O} and let A be a subset of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). We 
say A isH*(a,L)if foreach[A], [&A, a*(h,a)Sa(~,O)or b*(q,O)~b(A,a). 
Theorem 7.1. Let (A, TA) be a sz&pace of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). The following 
statements hold. 
(1) If a E L-(l), then (A, &) &J a_Hausdofliff A is H(a, 1). 
(2) If a EL -{O}, then (A, TA) is {a “-Hausdofl iff A is H”(a, L). 
Proof. From [l] we have that a basis for the L-fuzzy topology of each of I(L), 
(0,1)(L), or R(L) is {L, A RS : tz s E [-a~, +a~& where L,[A] = (&J(r))’ and 
RS[A]=V,>SA(r). Let aEL--{l}[a~zL-{O}]S Then (L,A&)[A]>a iff t>a(A,a) 
and s C b(A, a)[(L, n R,)[A] aa ifP t aa*(A, a) and s < b*(A, a), respectively]. We 
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also have that (L1 A R&l:= 0 iff to a(& 0) or s ab(h, 0). Tc ohow necessity in (l), 
let [A], [J& A and let u, I? (s TA such that u[A]> a, v[@J > a, and u A v = O,, Then 
there are tl, ~1, t2, s2 such that (Lt, I\ R,,)[A] > a, (LI, h R&L] = 0, (L$ h R&L] > a, 
and (& A R,,)[A] = 0, which implies a (A, a) C tl, sl< b(A, a), tl S a(~, 0) or 
b(lu,O)ssl, a(~1,a)<t~, s2<b(lu,a), and t24 <a (A, 0) or b(A, 0) s ~2. Thus A is 
W(a, L). Now if A is H(a, L) and [A], [p] E A,, then the above choice of tl, ~1, t2, s2 is 
possible. Let u = L, I\ Rll, v = Lt, A R, and let [u] E A. Immediately u[A] > a, v[p]> 
a, u[@j=O and v[A]=O. We have that a(A,O)ez(A,a)<a(v,O) or b(u,O)< 
b(A,a)sb(A,O), a(p,O)ea(g,a)<a(u,O) or b(u,O)<b(ru,a)~b(Er,O), a(u,O)e 
a(u,a)<a(A,O) or b(A,O)<b(u,a)sb(u,O), and a(Y,O)~a(u,a)Ca(~,O) or 
b(~,O)<b(u,a)~b(u,O).Itfollowsthatt 1~a(u,O)ors+b(u,O)ort2~a(u,O)or 
s2 zs b(u, 0). Hence one of L,, R,,, LI,, RS1: is zero at [u], i.e. (u A v)[u] = 0. Thus 
(A, TA) is a-HausdorB and sufficiency isshown in (1;. 3 J%ciency in (2) is similalr to 
sufficiency in(1). Let a E L a- {O}. If a is not the supremum oi some subset of L -{a}, 
then necessity in (2) is similar to necessity in (1). Let Q” = V B wixFe B c L -{a} and 
let B’=@‘: PEB}. Then a’= A B, b*(A, a) = /\ {b*(A, p): @ E B), and a*(A, a) = 
V {a*(& 8) : p E B}. Now it can be shown that (A, Tn) is a *-Hausdorff implies that A 
is H*(& L) for each fl E B. It follows that A is H*(a, L). Necessity in (2) is 
established. 
Definition 7.3. We say that an L-fts (X, T) is a-Tietze [a*-Tietze] for a E L if for 
each x, y E X such that x # y, there is u E T such that u (x) > a [u(x) a a, respectively] 
and u(y) = 0. Clearly (X, T) is a-Tietze [a*-Tietze] iff each point in X is a-closed 
[a *-closed, respectively]. 
Theorem 7.2. Let (A, TA) be a subspace ofI(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). ‘172e following 
statements hold. 
(1) If a E L-(l), then (A9 TA) is a-Tietze iff A is H(a, Lj. 
(2) If a E L-(o), then (A,, TA) is a*-Tietze iff A is H*[r, L). 
Proof. The proof is a subset of the proof of Theorem 7.1, 
Cor~ky 7.1. A subspace ofI( (0,l) (L), or R(L) is a-Hausdofliff it is a-??etze% 
and is a *-Hausdofl iff it is a *‘-Tietze. 
CO~OIIWY 7.2. The following statements are corollary to Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 and 
their proof, where (0, 1) S L. 
(1) I(L), (0,l) (L), and R(L) are not a-Hausdo#nor a-Tietze for any a E L and 
are not a *-Hausdorrff nor a *-Tietze for any a E L - (0). 
(2) I is a l*-Hausdorff subspace of l(L) and R(L); (0,l) is a l*-Hausdofl 
subspace ofI(L), (0,l) (L), and R(L); and R is a l*-Nausdo#subspace of R(L). 
(3) (A, TA) is a-Hdusdofl for some a E L-(l) or is Q *-Hausdofl for some 
a E L -{0} implies that if A c I(L) [(O, 1) (L), R(L)], then A = Ior I # A [A = (0,l) or 
(0,l) rt A, A = R or gt @ A, respectively]. 
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(4) If a E L-(l), then there are uncountably many a-Hausdo#subspaces in I(L) 
[(0, 1) (L), R(L)] intersecting but not contained in I [(0, 1), R, respectively]. l’f 
a E L-{O]; then there are uncountably many a*-Hausdoflsubspaces in I(L)([O, 1) 
(L), R(L)] intersecting but not contained in I[(O, l), R, respectively]. Moreover, 
(A, TA) is such an u=Hausdorf or cr *-Hausdofl subspace only if A A I [A n (0, 1), 
A A R, respectively] is n8t dense in I [(0, 1), R, respectively] with the interval topology. 
(5) T%e first and second statements of (4) hold with the phrase “intersecting but not 
contained in ” replaced by “not intersecting.” 
Remarlc 7.1. Corollary 7.2(3) indicates there is at least one maximal (in the sense of 
inclusion) a-HausdorB subspace in each of I(L), (0,1)(L), and R(L), and (5) 
indicates identifying other examples in I(L), (0,1)(L), and R(L) could be an 
interesting problem. 
CorMary 7.3. Let (0, 1) s L and let a E L-{l}fL -{O}]. Each of I(L), (0,l) (L), and 
R(L) contains uncountably many a-compact u-Hausdofl [a*-compact a*-Haus- 
d@#, respectively] subspaces interse&g but not contained in I, (0, 1), and R 
respectively, and each contains uncouttzably many a-compact a-Hausdotff [a*- 
compact a"-Hausdofl, , respectively] subspaces not intersecting I, (0, 1), and R, 
respectively. All of these subspaces possess the a-property [a *-property, respectively]. 
De&Won 7.4. Let a EL -{1} and let A be a subset of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). We 
say A is P(a, L) iff both of I and II hold. 
I. For each [A], [P]E A one of the following holds. 
(1) a(& a) = a(p, ar) and b(A, a) = b(p, a). 
(2) a(A,a)<a(Cc,O)orb(Cc,O)<b(A,at). 
(3) a(~,(Y)<a(A,O)orb(h,O)<b(lu,cu). 
II. If [A]E A, the following holds: {[I,]: y E C} c A such that each a(py, a) # 
a(A, a) and a(A, cu)</j rEC{a(p, ar)j or such that each b(p, a)# b(A, a) and 
V,,&&,a)l<b(A,4 iqdies byI: r~C~={~& r~GMb~1: YEC~} 
where a(A,a)<l\,,~~(a(Cc:,O)} and V yE~2{b(~~,0)}<b(A,cr), where G 0~ G 
DefWlon 7.5. Let a EL -{O} and let A be a subset of L(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). We 
say A k P*(a, L) iff both of I and II of Definition 7.4 hold where “a ( p a)“, “b ( , a)” 
and “C are replaced by “a*( , a?‘, “b*( , a)“, and “G”, respectively. 
Tkorem 7.3. Let (A, TA) be a sa $space of I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L). The following 
statements hold. 
(1) If a E L -{l}, then (A, 2;) ,has the a-property iff A is P(cu, L). 
(2) Zf a fs nonsup, thkn (A, &)I has the &property iff A is P*(a, L). 
PIR&. To show necessity in(1), let [A], [p] e A ‘\lr;herk we presume b(~, cw) < b(A, a). 
Lc=t l> a(;\, ar) and let b(p, (w) G SI < b(A, a). Then (Ls h R,,)[A]> & and (La h 
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&)[@jc CU. Now (A, TA) has the a-property implies there are t2, ~2 such that 
(Liz A R,)[A]> a and (Ls h R&] = 0. This is the case iff f2~ a(& a), sz c b(A, a), 
and t2 G a&, 0) or s2 3 b(p, 0). Thus condition I holds. Now let {[J&J: y E C} e A 
such that b(A, a)> V&b&, a)}. .m en we choose tl > a(h, a) and 
.VTEC {b(p, a)}~ s1 c b(A, a). As above there are t2, sz suck that t2s a(A, a), 
sz<b(A,a), and t2~a(~,Oj or s2 3 b(p, 0) for each y E C. ‘Now {[&J: YE C}= 
(C&j: ~~C~}u{[j&: YE&) such that a(A,a)<f2~/\y~=~(a(lc:,O)} and 
b(A, a) > s2 2 VVECZ (b(&, 0). Thus condition II holds. The remainder of necessity is 
similar casework, and sufficiency is essentially a matter of reversing the steps of 
necessity. The proof of (2) is obtained foxm the proof of (1) in a manner similar to that 
by which the proof of Theorem 7.1(2) is obtained from the proof of Theorem 7.1(l). 
Corollary 7.4. 7%e following statements are corollary to the above results. 
(1) I(L), (0,l) (L), and R(L) have the a-property iff a = 0 and do not have the 
a*-property if OCa va’C$Cl. 
(2) Ias a subspace ofI(L) and R(L), (0, 1J as a subspace of (0,l) (L), I(L), and 
R(L), and R as a subspace of R(L) have the a-property for each a E L -{lj and the 
a”-property for each a E L. 
(3) If a < $ < a’, then there are uncountably many subspaces in I(L) [(0, 1) (L), 
R(L)] containing I [(OS 1), R, respectively] which have the a-property. If a 6 6 G a’, 
then there are uncountably many subspaces in I(L) [(O, 1) (L), R(L)] containing I 
[(0, l), R, respectively] which have the a*-property. 
(4) In statement (3), replace “containing” by Wrictly intersecting.” 
(5) In statement (3), replace “containing” by %ot intersecting”. 
(6) If a <p <a’, then there are uncountably many subspaces in I(L) [(0, 1) (L), 
R(L)] which are a-compact, have the a-property, and are nst a~Hausdo& If 0 c a 6 
fl s a’, then there are uncountably many subspaces in I(L) [(O, 1) (L), R(L)] which are 
a*-compact, have the a*-property, and are not a*-Hausdo#‘. 
(7) If ag(O, lx, then there are uncountably many a-Hausdoflsubspaces in I(L) 
[(0, 1) (L), R(L)] intersecting I [(0, I.), R, respectively] which do not have the 
a-property and hence are not a-compact. 
(8) In statement (7), replace “intersecting” with “not intersecting.” 
(9) If a E L, then every a*-.Hausdofl subspace in I(L) [(O, 1) (L), R(L)] has the 
a*-property. Hence if a E L-(l), then every a-Hausdo#subspace in I(L) [(O, 1) (L), 
R(L)] has the a *-property - there are uncountably many subspaces in I(L) [(O, 1) (L), 
R(L)] having the a *-property but not the a-property for a L (0,l). 
Remark; 7.2. We may need to modify I(L) or choose a suitable subspace inorder to 
develop an L-fuzzy extension theorem. No one-to-one, F-closed mapping can be 
defined from any a-Hausdorff space or a *-Hausdorff space with a EL -{O} onto 
I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L) because of Theorem 5.3(l) and Corollary 7.2(l), and no 
one-to-one, F-continuous mapping can be defined from I(L), (0,l) (L), or R(L) onto 
any a=Hausdorff space or any a *-H~usdorfI space with a E L -{O} because of 
334 S.E. Rorfabaugh / The Hausdorft’separation axiom for fuzzy topological spaces 
Theorem 5.3 (1) and Corollary 7.2 .((l) (of caurse such mappings as above can be 
defined onto and from, respectively, the H(a,L) and H*(cu,L) subspaces) 
(cf. Remark 5.1). 
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